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MY PerfeCT

ONE
fLoorLINe® – floors for the perfect moment

When we cook together at home, everything

seems perfect to me. The day‘s work is done, and 

now we are enjoying life. When everything fits 

and nothing is missing, that is my perfect one.  

others create their perfect moment enjoying

good music on the sofa or during a spontaneous 

fashion show with their best friend in the

hallway. They find it at the café or in creative

moments in the studio. To each their own!  

But we all know how it feels when everything 

is just right: That is my perfect one.



» The café on my street feels like a living room 
 to me, just more interesting – and with such 
 charming service! «
 My perfect one | Jan, regular and friend
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At the café we meet people, whom

we know or would like to get to know, 

for a quick espresso or a long talk. 

The coming and going of the guests 

is like a gentle river. A robust floor 

that creates a cosy atmosphere and 

retains its beauty for a long time is 

the foundation.

Friendly people
The guests cast glances at each other,

enjoying their coffee or the newspaper.  

Here everyone is undisturbed, but 

nobody is alone.
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Inviting: The flooring style makes a major contribution 

to the harmonious ambiance of the café. With its 

non-slip, powerful texture, the Grand Canyon surface 

emphasises the lively image of the grain.

Special feature
The deeply brushed Grand Canyon surface

features a highly animated texture.
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h2749 Boreal Pine
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» Our kitchen is the most popular restaurant 
 in the city. Here my children even enjoy
 the house salad. «
 My perfect one | Lena, mother and chef
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The kitchen is the focal point of

our lives. This is where we cook 

and chat, eat together and play. 

The floor in an Kitchen diner 

should radiate comfort and cosi-

ness. Here the warm wood hue is 

a perfect match. Yet the floor must 

be durable and easy to care for.

The fLoorLINe® collection offers

an extensive selection of robust

surfaces. It matches the decor,

the architecture and the personal

style of the residents.

Family piazza
Cheerful children and fresh

vegetables – the modern kitchen 

is the hub of everyday life.
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Country home style: Like the floorboards in a country

home, the perceptible grain and crosswise grooves of the 

saw cuts in the vintage texture offer a non-slip grip.

Special feature
saw cuts modelled after traditional craftsmanship 

make the vintage texture highly slip-resistant (r10).
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h2726 Northland oak melange
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» My study is the place where I can
 find my own true self. When the
 ideas are flowing, I am contented. «
 My perfect one | sonia, interior architect
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The working world is changing. Creativity

is in demand and the ambiance supports

this. In the working space of the future,  

wellbeing and productivity are inextricably 

linked. The decors in the fLoorLINe® 

collection combine authenticity

and fantasy with the right character.
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h2746 Beachhouse Pine
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Creative chaos

Comfortable chairs and bookshelves stand next to 

the drawing table. The line between working and 

living is blurring.

Special feature
The depth effect of the texture makes the

decor image appear authentic.
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»  The greatest of adventures  
happen in my room. For example, 
robots landed here today. «

 My perfect one | Moritz, explorer
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Flight training
The romping ground for balls, robots and

roughnecks is friendly and designed for

many hard landings.

A playroom is transformed every

day: it becomes a space station, 

then a cave, a theatre, a sports 

field and finally a nest again.  

All of this happens on one and 

the same floor. It‘s comfortable, 

but the kids also can romp 

around on it safely and spills are 

no problem. That is why easy-care 

floors are also perfect for the 

nerves of the parents.
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h2750 Balmoral Ash grey
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long panels and a light wood hue give the flooring

the friendly look of a natural floor.

The robust surface protects it against damage.

even ducks and elephants can join in the game.

Special feature
Thanks to synchronous pore technology,

the decor image is perceptible to the touch

like a wood grain.
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The living room is the place 

where the soul breathes deeply. 

It requires a generous expanse of 

space to do so, yet it must also 

be allowed to feel protected and 

at home. A floor with a premium 

look and natural wood hue offers 

unrestricted cosiness. floorboards 

in the kingsize format open up 

the room where we can enjoy the 

finer things in life.

easy-care flooring demands little

of us in return.  

The extensive selection of decors 

allows all aesthetes to perfectly 

harmonise wood hues, furniture 

and accessories.

Upscale
High standards apply to premium sound

technology just as much as a durable 

floor that retains its beauty.
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»  All the greatest artists of this world  
perform in my concert hall. Experiencing 
them is my ultimate enjoyment. «

 My perfect one | Martin, listener
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Finally putting your feet up – the sofa is a quiet place in the everyday hustle  

and bustle, a box seat for exclusive concerts and movie experiences. It is supported 

by a floor that creates the right atmosphere for restorative private moments, which 

all of us need every now and then.
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h2733 Arlington oak

Special feature
The panels with a width of 32 centimetres (12.60”)  

and bevels on the long sides give the room an elegant, 

generous appearance.
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»  The best moment of the entire
 weekend is when we try on our outfits
 for the evening in the hallway. «
 My perfect one | Laura und Maria, friends
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Catwalk
Quickly putting down the purse and 

pulling out the camera – the hallway is 

backstage and catwalk rolled into one.

This hallway is an all-rounder. 

Here slippers are found next to 

the scooter. okay, so the hallway  

may be a bit cramped and 

cluttered, but we feel free here. 

We don’t just put on jackets and 

shoes by the clothes rack, we 

also do a photo shoot with our 

best friend. 

The hallway is perfect for things 

that simply don’t find space in 

the other rooms. This is why the 

flooring has to be modern and 

uncomplicated – able to keep its 

cool in this colourful chaos.
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Spike heels, a clothes rack and mirror demand

the resistance of a stone floor from the laminate. 

It has the modern look of fair-faced concrete with 

discreet colour gradient.

Special feature
The textured surface gives the flooring

materiality and the authentic look of concrete.
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F854 Concrete rough
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Expert forum
Trying things on and discussing them – 

the shop is a podium for good products.

Today we can buy just about 

anything on the internet – and 

yet, customers want more. They 

want shopping as an experience, 

trying things on in a pleasant 

ambiance. They trust the style of 

the retailer. He thinks global and 

acts local. And knows how to 

present his products. The modern 

fLoorLINe® decors create a perfect 

platform for the exploration of 

style and contemporary design.
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» I am at home anywhere in the world.
 That is why I feel most comfortable
 among products from all over the world. «
 My perfect one | Peter, retailer
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F851 sonic
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The shop is the interface to the street. It accepts

the outside with the used look of premium industrial

flooring. scratches and signs of use are style elements 

in the refined surface texture.

Special feature
The Authentic surface texture features a lively

used look.
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NATURAl PORE –Genuine wood grain

RUSTIC – brushed wood effects

lINEA – Modern straight lines

AUThENTIC – authentic matt look and feel

OIlEd – Oiled natural wood character

CERAMIC –  ceramic impression

VINTAGE – Genuine saw cut

BRIllIANT – deep gloss

Fascinating surfaces – naturalness
you can see and feel

from authentic to elegant to distinctive: The textures and depths of the fLoorLINe®

surfaces are perfectly harmonised with the decors. vintage surfaces play with the look 

of traditional craftsmanship, while oiled replicates the elegance of parquet flooring. 

for a matching appearance, the collection also includes surfaces with stone, metal and 

ceramic textures.
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GRANd CANYON – aged and deeply brushed

Grand Canyon – slip-resistance that bears 
witness to traditional craftsmanship

A wire brush can be used to remove the soft elements from a wood surface, so that only the harder

lines of the grain stand out. This creates a surface with a deep texture. Grand Canyon replicates this 

process with its very deeply brushed surface. It has a distinctive character and offers class r10 slip 

resistance.

deep grain
Grand Canyon features a dominant

surface texture.

NEW
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Registered quality from the experts – 
flooring installation with additional benefits

With laminate flooring from eGGer, you receive a 

floor of high quality. It is robust, durable and easy 

to care for. That is what quality “Made in Germany” 

stands for. every floorboard is automatically registered 

in the production process. The products reliably pass 

through several inspections. In order to ensure that 

your floor retains its beauty and value for a long 

time to come, it also needs to be carefully installed. 

Here the installation by a professional is the best 

choice. This offers two advantages for you: Not only 

is your flooring installed perfectly and cleanly.

for professionally installed flooring, eGGer also 

extends the guarantee by 5 years up to 30 years.*

register your new laminate flooring with eGGer and 

secure all the advantages of the exclusive eGGer 

ProfessIoNAL ADDeD vALue GuArANTee.
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EGGER PROFESSIONAL ADDED VALUE 
GUARANTEE* - details – quality whith no 
ifs and buts

*  The eGGer laminate flooring guarantee terms apply (material guarantee for shock resistance and abrasion). 

Available from your distributor or to download on the Internet. In addition the eGGer ProfessIoNAL ADDeD 

vALue GuArANTee terms apply.

OutstandinG FORM stabiLity 
Through the excellent form stability of the core boards from our own 

production, eGGer secures consistent quality. Therefore the abrasion 

guarantee* applies for the entire panel – also for the edges. 

OutstandinG iMpact REsistancE
Laminate flooring from eGGer is extremely robust and impact-resistant. 

Thanks to the special product structure, it is robust and withstands to 

even heavy use.

spEciaL instaLLER advantaGE
eGGer trusts in the quality of the handicraft. This is why the guarantee 

is extended by an additional five years with professional installation for 

private applications.

1  resilient, highly abrasion-resistant overlay

2  Decor paper

3  swell barrier-plus coreboard made from natural wood fibres

4  Balancer

5  silenzio® underlay (only with identified decors)

We only use HDf-core boards of the quality standard e1.

All papers are resin-impregnated.

our laminate flooring is certified according to:QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY

QUALITY
MADE IN GERMANY
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Bevelling the panel edges creates visible and perceptible joints 

when the elements are clicked together. This so-called bevel reinforces 

the nature of the floorboards and makes laminate flooring appear 

especially authentic.

WOOdvisiOn® bEvEL On 2 sidEs

Bevels on 2 sides of the floorboards highlight the 

length of a room.

WOOdvisiOn® bEvEL On 4 sidEs

A v-bevel on all four sides emphasises the special 

character of the floorboards.

Flooring with WOODVISION ® bevel –  
for the authentic floorboard look
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FLOORLINE ® – laminate flooring
for the perfect moment

With its wide variety of decors, perfectly 

harmonised details and sophisticated  

technologies, fLoorLINe® embodies the 

perfect attitude towards life for any room 

and all requirements: from trendy to classic 

elegance, for residential or commercial 

applications, from normal to heavy use - 

fLoorLINe® combines ultimate quality with 

tasteful design.

AdVANTAGES

strength lies in tranquillity: silenzio® is the name of 

the comfort choice for footstep and ambient noise 

reduction. The underlay made of recyclable cellulose 

directly fixed to the panel reduces the subjective noise 

perception by up to 50 % as compared to laminate 

flooring without silenzio®. Matching to every type of 

use, silenzio® offers finishes for normal, medium and 

hardest wear conditions.

SIlENzIO®

HyGiEnic Laminate flooring is one of the most hygienic 

flooring solutions. easy to clean and maintain.

sHOck-REsistant even if something falls on it – the 

surface of laminate flooring is resistant to a lot of 

stress.

LOnG-LastinG Guaranteed beautiful floors – The 

extremely hard surface provides for many years of 

beautiful decor surfaces and edges. We ensure this 

with our abrasion guarantee. It even includes the 

edges.

antistatic Due to antistatic properties, electrostatic 

charges are reduced.

with silenzio®no silenzio®
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Wood material production 
and further processing

Consumer

Recycling

Biomass power plant

CO₂

Sustainable forestry 

Sawmill

FROM tHE tREE tO tHE pROduct – a cLOsEd cycLE
using the valuable raw material wood to the best possible advantage is a top priority for eGGer. This  

integrated approach extends from solid wood production in the sawmill to the production of wood-based 

materials such as laminate flooring. Wood residues and recycled wood that are not suitable for use in  

production are utilised thermally in our own biomass power plants.  

eGGer therefore makes “More from Wood”. 

WOOd, OuR MOst iMpORtant RaW 
MatERiaL
securing sustainable forestry over the long term is a 

top priority for eGGer. This is why we only use wood 

from sustainable forestry in our production. PefC*, 

one of the leading certification systems in europe, 

confirms our commitment.

cOMMitMEnt tO OuR EnviROnMEnt
eGGer products have also earned the oldest and 

most well-known ecological seal of approval in the 

world: the Blue Angel confirms our commitment to 

an intact environment.

* Programme for the endorsement of forest  

 Certification schemes

Environmental protection contribution 
made by EGGER laminate flooring
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LIVING
RelaxingReNkLeR

www.egger.com/floorline

EGGER Retail Products  
GmbH & Co. KG 
im Kissen 19
59929 Brilon 
germany 
t +49 2961 770-0
f +49 2961 770-62919
info-bri@egger.com
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